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The goal of this work was to provide the foundation for a course in networking by
developing the hardware and software for a token ring Local Area Network (LAN). Any
course work in networking would focus on the emerging International Standards
Organization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnections (OSI) model. This model provides a seven
layered structure, where each layer performs some logical aspect of the communication
process. Thus, the software developed would have to provide the functionality of a multiple
layered design, implying multiple tasks communicating by operating system primitives. Also,
a simplified design would minimize the time for those students trying to assimilate the basic
work prior to embarking on the design of their own work.
Within an Intel 310 system running the iRMX operating system, the LAN hardware
and software were developed. The package allows reliable transfer of files to the other
nodes on a token ring LAN via access by user programs to lower layers. In addition, the user
has a reasonable interface to interact with the file system of the home node. Once the
physical configuration of the LAN is established, the software is self-initializing and
self-
monitoring for pathological cases. The software runs as an application task on each node,
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1.0 Introduction
Establishing a Local Area Network (LAN) involves integrating several different
pieces of hardware and software. The LAN is made up of several computers, or nodes, linked
by a communications medium of some sort. Each node consists of the generic system
hardware, the operating system, and LAN communications software. Information sent
between systems must pass through the system hardware and operating system. Thus, to
produce a LAN, the two pieces provided (the system hardware and operating system) must
be understood prior to creating the other two pieces (the communication medium and
communications software).
This thesis represents work that went along those lines. First, in order to
understand the development environment (the two pieces provided), attempts were made
to pass data through the Intel iRMX operating system and 310 system hardware. Although
iRMX training was available, no support was purchased from Intel. Thus, at times,
understanding the environment became a matter of experimenting until solutions were
found, if they were found. The discussion of this thesis work must then begin with a look at
some of the problems encountered understanding the environment. As will be shown, these
problems affected the design of the two pieces produced for this thesis work.
1.1 Goals
The primary goal of the thesis is to provide a basis for subsequent course work in
data communications. To that end, the design was to be straight forward to provide the
student a basis upon which to do his own work. The software structure was to be based on
the International Standards Organization (ISO) Open System Interconnection (OSI) seven
layer model, with separate software entities performing each
layers'
function.
To insulate the layers, the communications mechanism between layers must be via
an operating system primitive,
such as a mailbox. The medium of communication must be a
file, allowing the flexibility for each layer to add or remove its protocols prior to passing the
information to the next layer. Although this thesis only implements two layers in any depth
(the physical and data link layers), the structure must be provided to develop extensive layer
protocols.
To communicate between systems, a physical medium for data transfer must be
developed. After the 310 system peripheral I/O board is selected, some hardware must be
built to connect the separate systems. This intersystem physical connection must be more
than just cabling. A feature of this hardware is that it allows an easy method to reconfigure
the LAN topology without disassembling the 310 systems.
A personal goal was to utilize Intel's C as the primary language. Intel provides
several compilers (PLVM, C, Fortran, and such), but uses the Intel proprietary language PL/M
to provide programming examples (several of which don't work) in the iRMX manuals
However, it was felt that a greater number of people would be familiar with C. Also, C
provided much more flexible use of pointers which were deemed essential for any effective
buffer management.
1.2 Constraints
The LAN was to be constrained by Computer Engineering resources and some
design requirements. The resources consisted of several 310 systems, peripheral boards and
languages. The peripherals included some intelligent (iSBC544) and dumb (iSBC534) terminal
support boards, and the general purpose iSBC116A I/O boards. The 116 board was finally
selected since it provided one I/O chip for the LAN communications, and a second I/O chip to
control satellite hardware. Thus, projects in distributed systems could be addressed.
A token ring topology was specified. The 116 I/O board dictated
an 8 bit parallel
data path between nodes. The facilities include 3 80286 and 2 8086 310 systems. Although
not a requirement, it was of great interest for the software to support both the 8086 and
80286 systems.
During development the vast majority of time was spent on a small percentage of
the work: simply getting an interrupt. The Intel system 310 iRMX operating system proved
to be such a formidable obstacle that many blind alleys were investigated before finding a
mechanism to solve a single problem. Due to this, a primary requirement (for
self-
preservation) was to minimize operating system interaction. The system calls were limited to
as few iRMX operating system primitives as possible.
A similar desire was to utilize the iRMX operating system as configured by the
factory. The iRMX operating system is designed to be configurable, with several utilities to
help the user change the system to suit himself. However, it was felt that what little use the
documentation was would be diluted with any changes to the system as delivered.
Another desire was to run all LAN software as an application task. Although speed
has dictated that more and more network software be migrated to intelligent board
firmware, It was felt that the primary goal of the software was instruction. To that end, as
much has been left visible to the programmer as is possible. Development of firmware
seemed to be impractical due to the increased equipment needs for items such as prom
programmers, in-circuit emulators, and such. This package runs as a user task.
The overriding comment is that iRMX and the hardware, to a large degree, dictated
the LAN software design. While a top down design is preferred, one must understand the
functionality of the hardware and system utilities. The design can be based on incorrect
assumptions of these utilities. To discover those errors during the later stages of code
development can lead to lengthy redesigns. Thus, the LAN code development should involve
simultaneous top down and bottom up design. The bottom up design should include writing
short programs to exercise and understand the utilities provided by the system.
2.0 Development Environment
This section of the thesis shall describe the development environment used. It is
hoped that this skeleton of information and references can provide the reader with the tools
necessary to develop a similar piece of code.
Figure 2.0 show several nodes connected by a ring. These nodes are the Intel 310
system, each of which supports a general purpose development environment (terminal
support, printers, user interface, compilers, linkers, etc.). Figure 2.0 also shows a VAX and
IBM PC, which connect to any Intel 310 via a kermit link. Kermit allows file transfer to either
the VAX or IBM PC.
Each node consists of an Intel 310, with either an 8086 or 80286 CPU. Although this
discussion will focus on the 80286 based 310, the 8086 version pertinent differences shall be
noted. The operating system, iRMX shall also be discussed, with a brief description of the
system primitives used in the code. Lastly, the language and system utilities will be discussed
The discussions here will provide references using abbreviations in the master index
of the standard set of Intel iRMX documentation. The manuals consist of four volumes
having several sections (the master index is in V4), as summarized in the bibliography.
2.1 Intel 310 System
The Intel 310 systems consists of a general purpose chassis with a Multibus I bus. The
bus can support a variety of boards, including a processor board, memory, disk controllers,
and assorted peripheral boards. Although the development systems used included a general
purpose system (memory, hard disk, floppy drive), the discussion will focus on the processor
board and the I/O peripheral board used called the 1 16 board.












fig 2.0 Development Environment
There are two configurations of the 310 systems which have either 8086 or 80286
processor board. The only differences between these two systems that will be noted are
those that pertain to the LAN software.
The 310 iRMX real time operating system is the user development environment.
The operating system can be configured and is intended for the user to mold and incorporate
into a product. Both the system hardware and iRMX software have been relatively
unchanged from the factory configuration.
2.1.1 8086/80286 Differences
The two different 310 systems have either 8086 or 80286 processor boards. From
the LAN perspective, the processor boards have some significant differences and similarities,
as summarized in table 2.1.2 below.
Attribute 8086 80286








Table 2.1.2 Intel 310 8086/80286 Attribute Comparison
The different console devices means coping with different data port addresses, and
transmit data ready (txrdy) and receive data ready (rxrdy) bit definitions in the status port.
The number of standard terminal ports shall become significant when addressing kermit.
Of the greatest importance is the iLBX bus being only on the 80286 based systems,
not on the 8086 systems. Older boards, such as the 1 16 board, utilize a second connector on
the backplane, which is now used by the iLBX bus HOWEVER, the 116 board places + 12
volts on the TTL circuitry, which destroys the iLBX bus buffers on the CPU board. The iLBX bus
uses the lower three slots of the 80286 310 system only. Extensive searches have uncovered
no documentation on this fact.
The 80286 systems have two serial ports, both driven by the Multi-Protocol Serial
Controller (MPSC), 8274. Although the second port can be used to support a second user, the
Department of Computer Engineering 80286 310's have .5 Mbytes of memory. The user
needs .25 Mbytes (if you want to enter super user mode), and iRMX wants about .2 Mbytes.
This leaves around 50 Kbytes for the second user, which is not enough to do much of
anything. Thus, the second serial port can not be used for another terminal unless the
memory is increased.
The port addresses used by the LAN software are summarized for each system in




OOCO Master PIC Status port, ICW1
00C2 Master PIC interrupt mask
00D8 Serial I/O (MPSC) data port, channel A
OODA Serial I/O (MPSC) data port, channel B
OODC Serial I/O (MPSC) status port, channel A
OODE Serial I/O (MPSC) status port, channel B




OOCO Master PIC Status port, ICW1
00C2 Master PIC interrupt mask
00D8 Serial I/O (8251) data port
OODA Serial I/O (8251) status port
Table 2.1.4 Intel 310 8086 I/O Port Addresses
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2.1.2 8086 Alterations
In the discussion on interrupts it shall be noted that the 8086 systems utilize master
interrupt level 4 with the printer. Unfortunately, this interrupt level was also used by the
LAN software. The 8086 processor board factory jumpering (see figure 2.1) must be altered
to accommodate the LAN software. The alterations are remove 132/157 and add 157/162
Much of the detail of this drawing will be more evident after the hardware section has been
reviewed. The detail of figure 2.1 has been included because no drawings of the 8086
processor boards are available in the Department of Computer Engineering. This drawing
was generated by hand from the board itself
To allow the 8086 310's to be used for both the LAN and printing, a manual switch
could be incorporated in the chassis.
2.1.3 116 Board
The Multibus I peripheral board selected for the communications was the iSBC
108A/1 16A combination memory and I/O expansion board. Most of the board functionality
(16Kbytes RAM, 32Kbytes ROM, 16Kbytes PROM and serial I/O port) will not be addressed.
Instead, the focus will be on the LAN specific portions of the board, the 48 parallel I/O lines
controlled by two Intel 8255A Programmable Peripheral Interface (PPI) devices. The 310
systems will communicate via a single 8255 PPI. Some hardware shall be developed to




































This section will not attempt to explain iRMX, but instead focus on the many
undocumented facts needed to develop the LAN code. The information will focus primarily
on interrupts, and the C / Assembly Language interface to those interrupts. Additional
topics, such as the system calls, languages and utilities shall also be addressed.
Intel provides a wealth of documentation on both the iRMX operating system and
the 310 systems. Unfortunately, there was little or nothing on how to bind the interrupt
software with the hardware. The approached used was to look at the schematics and try and
second guess how things worked. To complicate matters, most examples are in PL/M, which
uses special utility routines not available in C. The results of this trial and error procedure is
summarized here.
2.2.1.1 Interrupts
The Intel documentation on interrupts seems pretty good. The examples in nucleus
manual (NU) are all in PL/M, where an interrupt handler routine is identified by an
INTERRUPT in the procedure definition. Note that the INTERRUPT tells the PL/M compiler to
generate a jump to assembly language routines at the beginning and end of the actual code.
These assembly language routines save
and restore the processor state. In C, this will have to
be done by hand.
The single board computers have two PICs that can be tiered with master and slave
interrupt controllers, but the system comes configured from the factory with a single PIC
installed. Thus, all references to slave interrupts can be ignored.
The single PIC (8259A) has the eight interrupt lines, IRO to IR7, which correspond to
master interrupt levels 0 to 7 in the iRMX manuals. These interrupts are different for the
8086 and 80286. Since a design goal was to leave the development environment unaltered,
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unused interrupt levels must be located Tables 2 2 1 and 2.2.2 show the interrupt level
usage for the 8086 and 80286 310 systems, respectively
Since the 544 boards were not used for the LAN, interrupt level 3 was used.
Interrupt level 4 was taken arbitrarily. Since all early development was done on the 80286
310 systems, it was only discovered much later that the 8086 310 printer usage of interrupt
level 4 conflicted with the LAN software. The fix for the printer port is noted in section 2. 1 2,









IR1 18 system debugger
IR2 28 system clock (8253 timer 0)
IR3 38 544 communications controller
IR4 48 on board line printer
IR5 58 21 5G Winchester hard drive
controller
IR6 68 system consol USART receiver
(RxReady)
IR7 78 system consol USART transmit
(TxReady)









IRO 8 counter Oof the 8254 PIT
IR1 18 interrupt button on the front panel
IR2 28 unused
IR3 38 544 communications controller
IR4 48 unused
IR5 58 21 5G Winchester hard drive
controller
IR6 68 310 serial channel A and B
IR7 78 interrupt from slave PIC
Table 2.2.2 80286 Interrupt Level Utilization
It is interesting to describe the interrupt vectors this can be found in any 286
hardware reference manual. There are 256 possible interrupt vectors, each having a four
byte address. The vectors reside in memory locations 0 to 03FF hex. In table 8-4 (nucleus
manual NU 8-19) note that master interrupts 3 and 4 correspond to the decimal interrupt
table entries 59 and 60, respectively Thus, to locate the hard addresses for master level 4,
compute 4














sender 3 38H 59 235 EC
receiver 4 48H 60 240 F0
Table 2.2.3 LAN Interrupt Utilization
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2.2.1 .2 System Configuration Files
To understand a problem with task creation, the iRMX priority system must be
addressed. A task can only create another task with a priority the same or higher than the
original task. However, a C main task is created by the system with a default priority. It will
be noted that in the project's code, this original main task is the lowest priority human
interface task. However, the main task must spawn other tasks that cannot be of a lower
priority, and yet must be. Also, there may be a desire to create a task to preempt even the
interrupt tasks (such as a timer task). To address this problem, and to provide a mechanism to
circumvent the iRMX priority system, a patch to the operating system was added. By
manipulating certain iRMX system configuration files, task priorities can be quite flexible.
See appendix C for the details.
It should be noted that this patch allows the user to create tasks which will run
before the iRMX system utilities. Unpredictable results can occur when this is done.
2.2.1.3 System Calls
The iRMX documentation provides ample system call descriptions, which this section
will introduce. Of added interest is the fact that C does not support the iRMX system call
interface, which shall be provided by some additional utilities. These utilities were provided
by iRUG (iRMX User Group), and will be discussed
first.
As mentioned earlier, iRMX is a layered and configurable operating system. What
that means is that there is a kernel, or nucleus as iRMX calls it. The layers are built on the
nucleus, like concentric circles around the
nucleus. The upper layers depend upon some or all
of the layers below. The documentation for iRMX is built around those layers, with separate
sections on the nucleus, basic I/O system (BIOS), extended I/O system (EIOS), application
loader, human interface and universal development interface. The layers utilized in this
thesis are the nucleus (all iRMX primitives), and the BIOS/EIOS (file I/O).
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In order to utilize any system call from a particular layer, a library file must be
linked with the C object routine. These files are summarized in table 2.2.4, below.
layer name iRMX library C library
nucleus rcifl.lib rpifUib
BIOS icifl.lib ipifl lib
EIOS ecifl.lib epifl.lib
human interface hcifl.lib hpifl.lib
application loader Icifl.lib Ipifl. lib
Table 2.2.4 C Libraries To Access iRMX System Calls
2.2.1.3.1 iRUG C iRMX Interface
Standard iRMX does not provide a system call interface for C. The interface
provided by iRUG is arranged similarly to the standard iRMX file for any layer, as shown in
table 2.2.4. To use a particular layer's system call, the appropriate library must be linked with
the user code, For a C routine, both the iRMX and C library files must be linked.
The standard iRMX documentation can be used to understand system calls from C.
However, all examples and argument information are provided from the PL/M point of view.
By understanding the corresponding C and
PL/M data types (see table 2.2.5, below), this
documentation becomes quite readable. The information discussion of the system calls will
use C data types.
15







Table 2.2.5 PL/M and C Data Types
2.2.1.3.2 LAN System Calls
The LAN software uses a subset of the available iRMX system calls.The iRMX
documentation can be referenced for a detailed discussion of how each system call works.
This section summarizes the calls used in table 2.2 6 All calls are in the nucleus with the


























Table 2.2.6 LAN Software iRMX System Calls Used
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2.2.2 Languages
Intel C and 8086 assembly language were used to develop the LAN code. The
assembly language was straightforward, but this C compiler is not totally standard. What is
of more interest is the interfaces between C, ASM86 and iRMX. Since the LAN code is
primarily C, getting the iRMX system calls for interrupts proved to be a lot of trial and error.
Also, the C calling conventions must be understood to make calls to assembly language
routines.
Other than low level I/O, two assembly language routines are necessary. A C
interrupt handler is not possible because the processor state can not be saved with C
statements. Thus, the interrupt actually vectors to assembly language routines which simply
save the processor state, call a C routine to do the work, and then restore the processor state.
2.2.2.1 Intel C Compiler CC86
Although reasonably good, be forewarned that this version of C has some
"wrinkles"
that can cause difficulties. The one found is shown in figure 2.2. Note that A will
not work, and that B will have to be used.
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A) if((MASK&data1) = = data2)
do something
B) temp = MASKS data
if (temp = = data2)
do something
figure 2.2 C Masking Techniques
The C compiler appends an underscore to each C symbol mentioned in the code.
Thus, the variable data will be the symbol table as data All interaction between assembly
language and C routines must keep this straight. A C routine called interrupt$handler must
be called from assembly code as interrupt$handler This becomes necessary when the
assembly language interrupt routines call the C routine that does the work.
The C compiler manual (iC-86 Compiler User's Guide, order number 122085-002,
1984) outlines the requirements to generate object code for linking. An example of a submit
file to compile C source is shown in appendix C.
2.2.2.2 Intel ASM86 Assembly Language
The 8086 assembler was used. Perhaps worth commenting on is the fact that the C
and assembly language routines must be
made known to each other. The assembly language
requires an extern to import C routine addresses, and a public to export assembly language
routine addresses. From the file autils.a86, the following assembly language code is taken






. . . save processor state . .
call rcvrinthandler
. . restore processor state . . .
iret
rcvrinthandler endp
The following C code interacts with the assembly language routine. Note that the
rq$enter$interrupt call places the address of the actual assembly language interrupt routine












perform I/O . . .
}
Note that the C compiler places a single underscore after all symbol names. Thus,
assembly language symbols
must have the underscored there since the assembler does not
place underscores on assembly language symbols. For example, the assembly language
symbol rcvrinthandler pertains to the C rcvr$int$handler, which is a C routine. The
assembly language
symbol rcvrinthandler (two underscores) is the procedure
rcvr$int$handler which C uses in the extern statement, and the rq$set$interrupt call. The C
symbol rcvr$int$handler is converted to the symbol rcvrinthandler by the C compiler.
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2.2.3.3 Assembler/iRMX Interface
The example in the above section also points out how to bind the hard interrupt to
C routine via the assembly language routine. The rq$set$interrupt call actually fills the
interrupt vector with the address of the C symbol rcvr$int$handler
,
or assembly language
symbol rcvrinthandler_ _ (C adds another ). Then, when the hard interrupt happens, the
CPU vectors to the assembly language routine. That assembly language routine saves the
processor state and calls the C routine. When the C routine ends, the assembly language
routine restores the processor state and does a return from interrupt.
2.2.3 Utilities
2.2.3.1 Linker LINK86
The LINK86 linker manual can be found in the utilities manual (iAPX 86,88 Family
Utilities User's Guide, Order Number 121616-004, 1982). The iRMX submit file used to link
the LAN softwace is shown in appendix D
2.2.3.2 Kermit
The Department of Computer Engineering facilities included the 310 systems, IBM
PC's and access to the RIT VAX Cluster. Each of these facilities have compatible version of
kermit, which will allow transferring of ASCII files. Thus, development of source code can be
done in a variety of environments so as to allow the 310's to be used by others or the
software development to be done elsewhere. A detailed description of a kermit session is
shown in appendix E. Note that two serial ports are needed for kermit.
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3.0 iRMX Bugaboos
This section chronicles problems which were not solved. One very frustrating aspect
of a lot of these problems is that there is no way to verify the proposed explanations. After
exhausting all possible approaches to these problems, the conclusions that were reached
reflected the only remaining alternative. It is very possible that another explanation exists
for these problems, and that the people involved simply failed to think of it. However, these
problems were eventually simply worked around.
3.1 Hardware
The slots in the Intel 80286 are not all identical. The bottom three slots have an iLBX
bus incorporated for fast data transfer. However, the physical slot for the iLBX bus is also
used by the 1 16 board for 12 volts. Since the iLBX is TTL, a buffer chip on the 80286 single
board computer is destroyed (see section 2.1.1).
The 1 16 board edge connector is designed to go to a DB50, which serves as the back
panel connection to the outside world. The DB50 pin numbering differs from the 1 16 board
pinouts shown on the schematic. There is a close correspondence in that a cable can be
crimped from a 50 pin edge connector to a DB50 such that the difference in the numbering is
only one apart. For instance, pin
1 on the board edge is pin 2 on the DB50. Pin 2 on the
board edge is pin 1 on the DB50. Although this seems like a small point, many cables were
ruined because of Intel's confusing pin assignment.
Data is always circulating on the LAN. Even a LAN sitting in an idle state (i.e. no one
is sending) requires that a free token be circulated
on the ring. Not all of the packet need be
received before knowing what to do with that packet. Thus, the correct approach is to
retransmit each portion of the packet received as it arrives. Thus, a particular packet can be
strung out over the
LAN with several nodes having a portion of the data. So, in the proper
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design all nodes are continually handling data. However, if that data is handled totally at
interrupt level, experience shows that the low priority tasks do not get a chance to run. A
solution to the problem lies in each node delaying prior to retransmitting a packet or portion
there of. This delay (via an rq$sleep) allows the lower priority tasks a chance to function.
Obviously, this serious performance problem can be overcome in a production system by
building an independent, concurrently executing ring interface.
3.2 Interrupts
Interrupts can not be disabled for any period of time. The system clock is interrupt
driven, and requires that interrupt to update system time counters. System calls such as
rq$sleep simply never wake up since all interrupt has been disabled.
The operating system queues up hard interrupts. It was thought that these queued
interrupts could be manipulated with the rq$disable and rq$enable system calls, since the
calls affected a single interrupt level. Although any task can perform an rq$disable, only the
interrupt task can do the rq$enable
Queued interrupt posed another problem. An interrupt handler makes a system call
rq$exit$interrupt or rq$signal$interrupt, which dequeues that interrupt as far as iRMX is
concerned. If a node is doing simultaneous sends and receives, iRMX is queueing and
dequeueing on two interrupt levels at the same
time. It appeared that the system calls to
dequeue on one interrupt level affects the other level, since interrupts appeared to get lost.
That is, to dequeue on one interrupt level somehow dequeued the
other level also. The
interrupt driven communication would simply stop, with no reason that could be
determined. After extensive experimentation, no other explanation could be isolated. By
not allowing
simultaneous sends and receives, the problem never reoccurred. As an
additional precaution, the time spent in the interrupt handler was minimized.
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Any attempts to talk directly to the system Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC)
are unsuccessful. By sending the correct data to the appropriate register, interrupts can be
disabled and enabled temporarily. Eventually, iRMX returns the PIC to its original state.
Apparently there is a copy of the mask register somewhere in iRMX, and that copy is simply
restored. Interrupts disabled by writing to the PIC would simply become reenabled all by
themselves.
3.3 File I/O
C file I/O can not be used for binary data. For some unknown reason, C routines
place a carriage return and line feed into the file when told to write a carriage return. Every
C routine was tried : fputc, putchar, putw, fputs, fwrite, and fprintf.
Apparently, only a C main routine can create files that are sharable. If a created task
creates its own file, when another task tries to open that file, the system crashes. Industry
sources have told me that the job must be an "I/O
Job"
Repeated attempts to try and create
an I/O job failed. Note in the design that as a result of this, the main task creates the chat file.
3.4 Miscellaneous
The reader is reminded that printf is queue system I/O. In the case of this software,
which managed to die with frequent regularity, debugging printf's will not appear at the
screen. A real time iPrintf (which writes to the USART/MPSC device) was developed and must
be used for all real time work.
Along that line, when the system crashes, iRMX sends a last gasp error code to the
user, via something analogous to a printf. If the programmer is lucky, a few characters from
the error code appear. This tells you the system detected a failure, and if you are lucky,
enough of the number appears to be able to look it up.
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4.0 The Network Model
4.1 ISO OSI Model
The International Standards Organization (ISO) Open System Interconnection (OSI)
model subdivides the networking task into seven layers, each of which perform individual
functions. An in depth discussion of this topic can be found in [TAN81], which will be
summarized briefly here in.
Figure 4.1 depicts the OSI model. In all node to node communications, there is a
sender, 0 to n repeaters and a receiver node. Although there is a logical connection from the
sender application (user interface) layer to the corresponding receiver application (user
interface) layer, it can be seen that the actual data travels a more complex route. The data
must filter down through all layers of the sender node, and travel through some layers of
each (if any) repeater node before arriving at the receiver node. Each of these layers have
specific tasks to perform to insure that the data arrives intact.
A very brief summary of the network
layer tasks are shown in table 4.1. This table
should give an intuitive feel for the tasks each layer performs. With this background, the
general organization of the LAN software can be examined
Assume the user starts with a file to be sent. Each subsequent layer will coordinate
its task by adding data to that file. When the file arrives at the receiver node, the
corresponding layer looks at that data to
figure out what to do This piggy backing of layer
information to the actual data is a protocol. For instance, a transmitted file can have the
destination file name within the protocol data.
In transmission, each layer adds its protocol as the data is sent to the next lower
layer (e.g. session layer to the transport layer). When receiving, each layer removes its
protocol as the data goes to the next higher layer. To the lower layer, this protocol is treated
25
























figure 4.1 The Seven Layer OSI Model
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simply as data. Thus, when the file arrives at the transport layer, there is application,
presentation, and session layer protocol information attached to it.
The file arrives at the transport layer, where it must be reduced to a manageable
size (there is almost guaranteed to be a transmission failure in a five megabyte file transfer).
The file is broken up into equal sized chunks of data. A packet is formed when the chunk of
data is combined with protocol information. This protocol information can include a wealth
of information, such as source node address, destination node address, cyclic redundancy
check (crc) or checksum, and such.
The packet is sent to the network layer, which handles intra-node routing. Each
node transmits the packet via the data link layer, which provides an error free packet
transmission medium.
The packet arrives at a repeater node. This node notices the destination address
and uses algorithms to determine a route. The packet is then sent to the next node on that
route. When the packet finally arrives at the destination node, the packet is accepted by the
transport layer There, the multiple packets are reassembled into the original file, which is
passed up layer to layer. During that process, each layer removes the protocol information
from the file, such that the file arrives at the application layer intact.
27
layer task comments











transport provides reliable host
to host communications









physical actual data transfer
medium
deals in bit stream
Table 4.1.1 OSI Model Layer Functionality
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4.2 LAN Model
The LAN developed for the thesis is loosely based on the OSI model, as shown in
figure 4.2. The application, presentation and session layers have been combined into a single
human interface layer. Since the hardware configuration of the LAN is a token ring, routing
is a minimal issue (the packet always goes to the next node on the ring), so the network layer
has been incorporated into the data link layer The data link and physical layers are intact.
In this LAN software, the features of each layer are outlined in table 4.2. 1 below
layer task comments
application user interface must know LAN logical
node names
transport provides LAN interface
to user
hides all network details
from upper layers
converts LAN logical
node names to LAN
addresses
data link provides reliable
transmission medium
deals in packets




physical actual data transfer
medium
deals in bit stream
Table 4.2.1 LAN Layer Functionality
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figure 4.2 The LAN Model
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5.0 LAN Software Design
This section will discuss the LAN software. In figure 4.2, of the four layers, three are
software: the human interface, transport and data link. The physical layer will be addressed
in another section.
5.1 Overview
The LAN software allows the user to send files and messages to another node, while
determining the state of the local file system. However, beneath this surface the LAN must
administer itself not only to start up correctly, but to detect failures and correct them if
possible. Failing that, to notify the user of any catastrophic failure that disables the LAN.
To describe the workings of this or any system, the parts must first be defined
before understanding how those parts interact. This overview shall describe these parts
(software tasks), and the mechanisms that allow the parts to interact (i.e. mailboxes,
software interrupts). By interacting it is meant how tasks start and stop each other, and how
they communicate
The LAN model (figure 4.2) provides the foundation for the software design. Figure
5.1.1 shows the three software layers fleshed out with the tasks contained in each layer. The
mechanical aspects of these tasks (file names, variables and such) will also be presented so
that the reader can explore the code as the discussion develops
It should be noted that while the transport and human interface layers are minimal,
the data link layer is implemented in some depth. The data link layer is designed as a state
machine, where all of the tasks must
be aware of the state of the other tasks. The state flags
for each task are kept in global integer variables. Thus, any tasks can determine and/or
change the state of any other task. The
manipulation of these state variables by the tasks is
















































































5.1.1 Task Blocking Mechanisms
Figure 5.1.2 shows the four iRMX system primitives used to block the tasks:
rq$wait$interrupt, rq$receive$message, gets, and rq$sleep. The first three are blocked
waiting for an event: an interrupt signaling inter-node I/O, a mailbox message signaling
inter-task I/O and gets signaling user input, respectively. The last, rq$sleep, is blocked on
time. The control task wakes up every so often to monitor the node. The interrupt handlers
are the traditional interrupt routines which are vectored to upon interrupt.
Task priority is used to determine which runs first. As in most systems, the highest
priority (or in iRMX, the lowest numeric priority) runs first. In looking at figure 5.1.2, the
individual task priorities can be seen in the upper right corner of the task balloon. With the
exception of the interrupt handlers, the control task runs at the highest priority. Blocked on
a timer, control wakes up periodically to monitor the state of the node. Control simply goes
back to sleep unless the LAN needs resetting (timeout, reset token, and such). The remaining
taskswake up when data is received.
The handlers run when an interrupt is received, signaling input or output being
received by the next node. These handlers simply make the rq$signal$interrupt call,
notifying their respective interrupt tasks (blocked on a rq$wait$interrupt) that an interrupt
has been received and the I/O must be attended to.
Thus, the control task blocks on time, and the handlers on interrupt which signal
intra-node communication. The human interface task blocks on gets, a C utility which waits
for user input. The remaining tasks are blocked waiting for communication from the human





















































































































As shown above, external inputs to the interrupt handlers or the human interface
start the system. Information must flow from tasks to task via the iRMX primitives
mentioned as the blocking mechanism: rq$wait$interrupt and mailboxes. Figure 5.1.3
shows the multiple tasks that do either a rq$signal$interrupt or mailbox send to wake up the
blocked tasks.
The interrupt handlers are vectored to via a hard interrupt signaling data I/O These
handlers then wake up their corresponding interrupt tasks via a rq$signal$interrupt system
call prior to going back to sleep. Thus, when the data I/O is signaled, the interrupt tasks
awake to do the actual read or write. In this manner interrupt tasks sint and rint take care of
the physical data reading and writing.
It is important that each task knows what to do when an input arrives In the case of
the mailbox, the receiving task goes by the return mailbox token to determine what course
of action to ta^ke. When an rq$signal$interrupt wakes up an interrupt task from a
rq$wait$interrupt, that interrupt task knows what is to be done by various state flags in the
software. The major reason for the sender portion being two tasks, sint and sender, is that a
single task would have to manage both the mailbox and the rq$signal$interrupt from the
trans task and interrupt handler, respectively.
It will be shown how control resets the LAN. To accomplish this, control does an
rq$signal$interrupt to the handlers which in turn pass the reset down to the next lower task.
In this manner a reset could filter down through all of the tasks. However, trans and hi are
not informed since only the data link layer need provide this dynamic
self correction
capability. Should this correction fail, the user is informed of the LAN failure.
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5.1.3 Software Organization
Figure 5.1.1 shows the task structure that will most simplify the discussion of how
the LAN functions. However, one must be able to locate the code that performs these
functions. This section will provide a road map to enable the reader to locate sections of
code by providing file and routine names.
Secondly, the issue of how the LAN software functions hinges on certain global
variables that describe the system. These variables will be listed and their functions briefly
outlined.
5.1.3.1 Files
The LAN software files are made up of C and a small number of assembly language
routines. In addition to the tasks in figure 5.1.1, there are utility files which provide a library
of routines. Each task in figure 5.1.1 has a source code file, as summarized in table 5 1.1.












sender. c sender sender task
control.c control background control task
trans.c trans transport layer task
hi.c main human interface task, also c main
routine
Table 5.1.1 Software Task Source Code Files
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The library of routines is summarized in table 5.1.2 For the most part, the human
interface and transport subroutines are in cutils.c. The data link subroutines are in dlutils.c.
All debugging and testing subroutines are in tutils.c. The low level assembly language











InitHardware initializes LAN h/w (PIC, 8255, etc.)





cutils.c human interface/transport layer
utiltity routines
GetSegment gets 16 bit segment register value




InitExceptionStructures creates local exception handler







GetArg isolates argument from command
line
ParseCommand Parse command line
DisplayFile displays an ASCII file
WriteFile writes text into an ASCII file








debugging utility routines - all
display real time
autils.a86 assembler low level routines
rcvrinthandler actual interrupt routines
senderinthandTer writes to consol USART/MPSC poll
ConsolOutput_ ready bit
reads from hard address
input writes to hard address
outpuT
Table 5.1.2 Utility Routine Source Code Files
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5.1.3.2 Global Variables
There are several types of global variables. These include task tokens, mailbox
tokens, task state variables, and certain hardware information. Also, there are quite a few
debug flags used to drive the debugging. These global variables are defined in the main
routine, hi.c.
First, every iRMX entity has a token, or unique 16 bit number, which identifies that
entity. The token value is used by iRMX in system calls, error codes and debuggers. The
token identifies the tasks and mailboxes. These iRMX tokens should not be confused with
the LAN tokens of the token ring network; they are entirely different entities.
The collection of the task state variables are used to define the state of the system.
The data link layer is defined as a state machine which functions based on the state variable
values. The discussions of the data link revolve around the interaction of the variables.
The hardware information includes the different system console port USART or
MPSC for the 8086 or 80286, respectively. Both the port addresses and the status register are
different, and must be resolved at powerup before any intelligent I/O can take place Also,
the transmit ready and receive ready bits are different, so the masks to isolate these bits are
set.
System wide debugging flags are used to enable and disable displaying of any
information the user wishes to see in real time. RintTiK is set to zero every time the receiver
interrupt task wakes up, so should RintTik exceed some maximum time the node realizes the
network is probably down. Debug variables FreeTokenDelay and timeout allow slowing and
speeding up the LAN
software so it can be viewed at a very slow pace by the user, if desired.
There are input and output packet buffers. The software uses the pointers inhead
and outheadto locate the packets within the buffers, allowing dynamic packet utilization.
Both inp and outp are used as pointers into
those respective packets.
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Miscellaneous items include the node, packet sender and packet receiver addresses.
All tasks will set a single bit in ResetACK to acknowledge the task has returned to an initial
state. When all tasks have done so, the control task knows the node is up and running.
These variablesare summarized in table 5.1.3 below:
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type global name description
Task Token RintToken receiver interrupt task token
SintToken sender interrupt task token
SenderToken sender task token
TransToken transport layer task token
HiToken human interface task token












Hardware Data costat consol status port address
codata consol data port address
txrdy consol transmit ready bit mask
(status port)
rxrdy consol receive ready bit mask (status
port)
Debug Flags ShowProtocol various binary debug flags vary
ShowPackets debugging outputto screen
ShowState
GoodCRC
FreeTokenDelay delay before relaying free token
timeout time until timeout declared
Time RintTik time countersetto zero each time
packet is received
Packet Pointers outp pointer into output packet
outhead pointer to head of output packet
inp pointer into input packet
inhead pointerto head of input packet
Miscellaneous NodeAddress address of node
SourceAddress file sender address
DestAddress file receiver address
ResetAck each tasks acknowledges reset by
setting a single bit
table 5.1.3 Global Variables
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5.2 Human Interface Layer
5.2.1 Functionality
The LAN software provides two types of capabilities to the user: internode
(between nodes) and intranode (within a single node). Intranode refers to the user
interaction with the system on which he/she is working. This includes items such as getting a
directory, and typing a particular file
Internode refers to interacting with another node, such as sending a file there.
Basically, intranode is handled by the human interface while internode requires all of the
layers. The effects of the internode commands will be traced through the transport and data
link layers in the subsequent sections. However, for now the commands will be addressed
from the user point of view, as summarized in table 5.2. 1
command type description example
:








help intra displays on line help
screen
exit intra terminates LAN
software














Note that in table 5.2. 1 [ ] indicates optional, and in the iRMX tradition :: indicates a
device.
The dir, type, help and exit commands seem relatively self-explanatory. On the
surface, copy and chat seem equally straight forward. However, the implementation of the
mechanism enabling these commands represents a significant portion of the data link layer.
The copy command allows sending any ASCII file in any directory to another node.
Once at the destination node, the file must go into a default directory under a default file
name. Once there, the file contents will be displayed on the screen. The destination node
user can also examine the file via the user type command.
The chat command is slightly different in that the user composes the ASCII file at the
screen. That ASCII file is automatically sent to the destination node where the file is
displayed similarly to the copy file.
5.2.2 Debugging Capability
The debugging code was incorporated into the LAN software during development.
However, by creating user defined binary switch to suppress or allow debugging information
to appear at the screen, development time was reduced enormously. This code has been left
intact so as to help anyone who should wish to use the LAN software as a base for
development.
There are two basic debugging commands: set and show. Show allows displaying
packets, protocol and/or state
information while the LAN runs. The set command allows
defining the FreePacketDelay, timeout
or crc good/bad flag.
The various test utilities in tutils.c allow view the packets during debugging. In
addition, certain LAN state
variables can be displayed. The ShowState and ShowProtocol
commands were used to selectively display the variables of interest at a particular debugging
phase
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To view any information real time, the user must slow the data transmission down
to be viewed. Setting the timeout or FreePacketDelay accomplishes that. The timeout
determines how long the node waits until declaring the LAN has failed since data has not
arrived in a certain amount of time. The FreePacketDelay determines how long the node will
hold a free token before relaying it. Thus, each node on the LAN must set the timeout value
quite high to stop the LAN from resetting. Once that is done, the FreeTokenDelay is
increased to allow the user to read the information being displayed at the screen.
The timeout number is in units of 1/10 of a second. This is determined by the control
task calling rq$sleep(TIK,&status), where TIK is defined in common. h as 10. Laborious
searches in the Intel documentation will reveal that the rq$sleep argument TIK has units of
10 milliseconds.
The FreeTokenDelay is used similarly by rint.c to delay before doing any packet
output. The rq$sleep(FreeTokenDelay,&status) call is made to allow the lower priority hi and
control tasks a little time to run. However, by letting the user redefine this delay, the LAN
can be slowed down to allow viewing of the packet and protocol information
FreeTokenDelay is originally set to 4 (milliseconds).
To summarize the time issues for debugging, first, the timeout must be reset to
around 10 seconds (100 units), and then the delay to around 2 seconds (200 units). Thus, the
data that appears at the user screen will remain 2
*
n seconds (where there are n nodes).






show packets display all packets
show protocol display protocol information
show state display state information
show all same as show packets, protocol and
state
show none display no debug information
show display set of all debug variables
set timeout n
*
10 msec set time until node times out
set delay n
*





forces all packets to be sent with a
bad data integrity check
Table 5.2.2 Debugging Commands
5.3 Transport Layer
As mentioned earlier, the transport layer provides a reliable host to host link, and
hides all details of the LAN from the human interface layer. First, the reliable link involves
the correct handling of files moving to and from
other nodes. This routing of files is the
transport tasks primary function. Secondly, filtering all LAN specific
details from the human
interface includes items such as converting the human interface
logical node names to hard
addresses used by the lower layers.
As implemented in this LAN, the primary task
of trans is to serve as a message
router. A file arriving at or leaving a node must
pass through the transport task. With a
single mailbox, trans determines
how to handle all files correctly by the who sent the
message. Messages from the hi task drive a file send, and
messages from rint mean a file has
been received.
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A message from the hi task include the token of a file which contains the ASCII
command line input by the user. Hi has already parsed the command line for accuracy, so
trans need only validate that the destination node logical name exists. If it exists, the logical
name is converted to a hard address, and a mailbox message transmitted to the sender task.
If the node does not exist, the user is informed and the transaction is terminated.
A message from rint indicates a file has been received. That file is then displayed. In
the pathological case that the node is being reset, trans acknowledges the reset and goes
back to waiting on the mailbox.
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5.4 Data Link Layer State Machine
The LAN software performs three functions: send, receive or relay packet. First, the
format of those packets will be defined. With those formats as a background, the software
will be examined from different viewpoints: high level state diagrams, software task
diagrams and code. These formats will be related to each other, as the explanation moves
from a high level to the actual code. Lastly, the LAN initialization and error recovery will be
addressed.
5.4.1 Overview
There are two types of packets: user and ring control. The user packets are used for
data transfer, while the ring control packets are used to administer the LAN. The user
packets consist of the free and data packets. The ring protocol packet is the reset packet.
5.4.1.1 Data Packet
The data packet format is shown in figure 5.4.1. The reserved characters SOH, STX,
ETX and EOT are used by the rint interrupt task to drive some action. Note that these
reserved characters are FF, FE, FD and FC (hexidecimal) respectively Since only ASCII files are
transferred, there is no conflict between data and reserver characters. This is due to the fact
that ASCII characters all have the high data bit 0 while the reservered characters have the
high bit as 1.
The SOH drives rint to start receiving a packet. Any data received prior to a SOH will
be discarded. All data received after the SOH is buffered. The STX tells rint the entire header
has been received, and that routining decisions
can be made. Based on the source and
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figure 5.4.1 Data Packet Format
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The ETX signals that the previous two words contain the data integrity check code
The EOT signals the end of packet transmission. Since the LAN code buffers the entire
packet, the EOT signals the rint task to start the appropriate actions with the packet.
The packet is of fixed length, as defined in a C structure. Thus, the code provides
symbols such as p->SourceAddress, which make the code much more readable. It should be
noted that the pointers inhead and outhead are passed as arguments to routines which use
them a pointers to the packet structure. Lint (C's semantic checking program) will show this
as an error.
5.4.1.2 Free Token Packet
The free token packet format is shown in figure 5.4.2. This minimal packet has
enough information (SOH, STX and EOT) to allow the rmt interrupt task to change states
correctly.
The free token circulates when the ring is idle. Thus, when a data packet transfer
ends, a free token is placed onto the ring. This free token insures the ring integrity. If the
free token should disappear each node should timeout, and notify the user there is a
problem.
5.4.1.3 Reset Packet
The reset packet format is shown in figure 5.4.3. Note that a source address is
included in this packet to allow verification that the master originated the reset packet.
When a node receives the reset token from the master, that node is to be reset.
Thus, the reset token is taken off the LAN, and every necessary
task notified to reinitialize the
appropriate variables. Once each task has acknowledged reinitialization, the reset token is








D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0














D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1





figure 5.4.3 Reset Token Format
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5.4.2 Task State Diagrams
The data link layer provides the capability to send and receive files, and a
mechanism to control itself. In looking at figure 5.1.3, it can be seen that the sending is done
by the sender$int$handler, sint (sender interrupt task) and sender tasks. Receiving is done by
the rcvr$int$handler, and rint (receiver interrupt task). Once running in a normal state, these
five tasks are self directing. The control task brings these tasks into that normal running
state and gets them going again when catastrophic errors occur.
The concept of the interrupt handler and tasks is specified by Intel. The interrupt
handler is the actual interrupt routine to which the system vectors. The handler performs
tasks that can be done quickly. Time consuming jobs are to be taken care of by the interrupt
task, which is woken up by the handler. Due to the problems associated with queued
interrupts, the LAN interrupt handler simply wakes up the interrupt task, which does all of
the work. Thus, the state of the interrupt handlers is so closely coupled with the interrupt
task that only the interrupt task state is needed.
Each of the remaining four tasks in the data link layer has a state, which is kept in
global C integer state variables (i.e. any task can change those variables). The SintState,
RintState and SenderState variables seem fairly self explanatory. The control task utilizes the
NodeState flag when the software starts up and when something has gone wrong.
To analyze each task, its state must be examined. Figures 5.4.4, 5.4.5, and 5.4.6
show state diagrams for the SenderState, SintState and RintState, respectively. These state
diagrams depict not only each state, but who alters
the state variable. For instance, in figure
5.4.4, the IDLE and WANT FREE TOKEN are connected by a dashed line. Looking at the
legend, it is shown that the sender task makes the change to
the SenderState variable.
However, the solid line from WANT FREE TOKEN to
GOT FREE TOKEN indicates that rint (the


















figure 5.4.5 SintState Diagram
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figure 5.4.6 RintState Diagram
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For each state variable, the RESET, RESTART and/or FLUSH states shall be addressed
in the LAN resetting section.
5.4.2.1 SenderState
The sender state is a logical state that only changes during a file send (files received
and ring protocol tokens do not concern the sender). As shown in figure 5.4.4, the sender
stays in the IDLE state, waiting for the transport layer to notify the sender a file is to be
transmitted- That file is broken into 124 byte chunks, to which the packet protocol is added
Packets are built and sent until the file is exhausted. The last packet sent has the "last
packet"
bit set, which indicates the end of the file transfer.
When the file send begins, the sender changes SenderState to WANT FREE TOKEN.
As soon a free token arrives, rint changes SenderState to GOT FREE TOKEN (note solid line
between states). The packet is sent. When the packet returns, rint looks to see if the packet
was ACKd or NAKd and sets SenderState appropriately. The sender can thus determine if the
packet must be resent, or the next packet built. Note that before the sender transmits the
next packet, the sender outputs a free token and alters the SenderState to WANT FREE
TOKEN. Thus messages between nodes can be multiplexed.
Each packet sent has SenderState going from WANT FREE TOKEN to GOT FREE
TOKEN and finally back to WANT FREE TOKEN via the GOT ACK or GOT NAK. This cycle is
continued until the entire file is sent. When the sender transmits the last packet, that packet
is marked as such. Thus, when the last packet is ACKd, rint notes that this was the last packet,




The sender interrupt task states are quite simple. As shown in figure 5.4.5, SintState
remains in the IDLE state until a packet is to be transmitted, at which time sint sets SintState
to XMIT. Sint then continues to transmit data until the packet is gone, where upon SintState
is returned to IDLE.
It should be noted that spurious interrupts are handled in the IDLE state. When sint
wakes up, a packet send must begin by transmitting a reserved character called the start of
header (SOH). Thus, if the data to be sent is not a SOH, the interrupt is simply ignored
Spurious interrupts during packet sends are handled by the data integrity checks.
5.4.2.3 RintState
The receiver interrupt task state would be as simple as SintState were routing not an
issue. RintState must accommodate three routing possibilities: the node originally sent the
packet, is to receive the packet, or neither. Again, the RESET, FLUSH and WANT RESET
TOKEN states shall be addressed in NodeState.
RintState is in the IDLE state until a packet starts arriving, as announced by the SOH
If a SOH is not received, a spurious interrupt is the cause, and is hence ignored. The SOH
would drive rint to set the RintState to GET HDR, as shown in figure 5.4.6. When the header
arrives completely, header control fields are examined to see who sent the packet, and to
whom it is addressed. RintState can be determined from the addresses.
In figure 5.4.6, the rint task moves to one of four states. First, the packet may be
addressed to this node, in which case it must receive it and also retransmit it with an ACK or a
NAK. This is the RECEIVING state. Second, the packet may have been originally sent by this
node, in which case it must receive
it and check for the ACK or NAK. However, the node does
not want to send the packet out again, but instead deletes it from the ring. This is called the
DELETING state. And lastly, the packet may be traveling between two other nodes, in which
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case the node just wants to send it along. This is the REPEATING state. In figure 5.4.6, GET
FREE TOKEN EOT is REPEATING if the sender does not want a free token, or DELETING, if the
sender wants the free token.
5.4.3 Task State Diagram Interaction
5.4.3.1 Sending a File
Figure 5.4.7 shows the SenderState diagram (figure 5.4.4) with a bubble off to the
side. The bubble holds a SintState and RintState. The SintState shows the packet being sent.
The RintState represents the ACKd or NAKd packet returning from the destination node.
That ACK/NAK packet is deleted from the ring. Thus the bubble shows a single packet going
out on the LAN. The highlighted lines show those states in the file send.
SenderState is IDLE prior to the file send. After the file send begins, SenderState
will cycle from WANT FREE TOKEN, to GOT FREE TOKEN, to GOT ACK/NAK, and back to
WANT FREE TOKEN. Thus, for each SenderState cycle, a single packet is sent and received
back again to check the ACK/NAK. So the sender puts out a request for a free token, waits
until a free token comes in, sends the packet, receives the packet with the ACK/NAK, and
requests another free token.
Once rint detects the last packet, SenderState goes to GOT LAST PACKET and
returns to IDLE, thus terminating the file send.
5.4.3.2 Receiving a File
Figure 5.4.8 shows the RintState diagram (figure 5.4.6) with a bubble off to the side.
The bubble holds a single SintState representing a packet being sent. The highlighted lines
represent the states when a packet is being received.
The figure shows a file being received. Rint starts to receive a packet (GET HDR) and
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figure 5.4.8 File Receiving Task States
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him, opens a file (if this is the first packet), and sets RintState to RECEIVING After the
remainder of the packet arrives, rint checks to see if any errors were detected. If not, the
data is written into the file and the packet ACKd. If there are errors, the packet is NAKd. The
packet is then retransmitted (the SintState bubble) to the original sender.
Multiple packets are received and placed into the file, as the RintState cycles
between IDLE, GET HDR, and RECEIVING. Once the last packet is detected, the sender will
ACK the final packet, close the file and notify the trans task. Note that the trans task is asleep
until the file write completes.
5.4.3.3 Repeating a File
Figure 5.4.9 show data similar to that of 5.4.6. The drawing is similar to receiving a
files except the highlighted lines are different. These packets are simply repeated, with no
examination by the LAN software. Only the sender and receiver will examine the packet
contents.
The drawing shows rint simply cycling through the IDLE, GET HDR, and REPEATING
states, with the packet being sent shown in the bubble.
5.4.4 Task States Diagrams Vs Software Task Communication
The state diagrams and the task diagrams have been presented. The question that
remains is, how does all this play together? What will be
shown now is the relationship
between the state and task diagrams for a file send, file receive, and packet relay. The
RintState corresponding to each








figure 5.4.9 Repeat Packet
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5.4.4.1 File Send
Figure 5.4.10 shows the steps of a file send in a task diagram. First, the user enters a
command, which is placed in a file and sent to the trans task via a mailbox (1). Trans,
realizing that hi sent the message (via the response mailbox) checks to see if the send file and
destination node exist. If so, trans sends a mailbox message to sender to start the file
transfer (2).
Sender opens the send file, packetizes NDATA bytes, and requests a free token. The
next time a free token arrives, rint uses a mailbox to notify sender that free token has been
removed from the LAN and sender has permission to send a packet. The sender sets a point
to the packet and does a signalSinterrupt (4), which starts sint. As each transmitted byte is
read by the next node, an interrupt is generated, which awakens sint (5). Thus, the entire
packet is sent.
The receiving node gets the packet, determines the packet is ok, and sends the
packet back (see section on file receive). Each byte arrives, generating an interrupt, which
awakens the interrupt handler, which in turn awakens the interrupt task (6) to read each
byte. Rint buffers the entire packet, checking to see if the packet was ACKd or NAKd. Rint
then informs the sender of the ACK/NAK (7). Sender then starts the process over by sending a
free token, while requesting the next free token.
This cycle (3 4 {5} {6} 7) continues until the entire file is sent, and the last
packet arrives back at rint. At that point rint notes the GOT LAST PACKET, and tells the
sender (8), which terminates the send.
The cycle (3 4 - {5} {6} 7) corresponds to the WANT FREE TOKEN, GOT FREE
TOKEN, and GOT ACK/NAK of figure 5.4.10. The multiple SintState IDLE/XMIT corresponds to






















The communications of figure 5.4.10 is numbered to show order. That numbering is
transposed to the corresponding file send state diagram to yield figure 5.4.10a. Thus, the
state changes can be related to code structure.
5.4.4.2 File Receive
Figure 5.4. 1 1 shows the steps of a file receive. The multiple bytes of the packet are
received (1) and a receive file opened if this is the first packet. If the packet is ok, the data is
extracted from the packet and written into a file, and an ACK is placed on the packet. If the
packet is not ok, a NAK is placed onto the packet. The output pointer is set to the head of
the packet, and the sender$int$handler awoken (2), which starts sint (3) to get the packet
actually sent.
The multiple packets of the file are received until the LAST PACKET is found. At that
time the receive file is closed, acknowledged, and the trans task notified of a file arrival (4).
Once again, figure 5.4.11a shows the relationship between the state diagram and the task
diagram.
5.4.4.3 File Repeat
Figure 5.4.12 shows a packet being repeated. The multiple bytes of the packet are
received (1) and buffered up. When the entire packet has arrived, rint simply starts the
packet send by awakening sender$int$handler via
signal$interrupt (2). The bytes are then
sent one at a time (3).








































































































figure 5.4. 1 2a Repeat Packet Task States
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5.4.5 NodeState, LAN Initialization and Error Recovery
The control task initializes and resets the LAN via the state variable NodeState The data
link layer tasks sint, rint, sender and control are all affected by NodeState (note dotted line in any
state diagram). Control drives itself and each task through the necessary states to bring each task to
an operational state.
As shown in figure 5.4.13, the node is driven to a RESET in one of three ways: the initial
state, getting a timeout or getting a reset token. Control immediately drives itself to the RESTART
state, which begins with a time delay sufficient to timeout the other nodes on the LAN.
Note that all slave nodes leave the RESTART state with each task and the node IDLE. Thus,
only the master node does anything. The master sends a reset token and enters a state waiting for it
to return. When each node gets that reset token, the node cycles through the RESET, RESTART and
OK states, and then retransmits the master's reset token. Although this is redundant, the structure is
provided to differentiate between a timeout and an actual master reset
Each slave node gets the reset token, resets and relays the token to the next node. Finally,
the master receives the reset token back (GOT RESET TOKEN is set by rint), and at this point sends out
a free token. The LAN is up and running, and control remains in the the OK state until something
goes wrong. Those things that can go wrong are:
timeout lost token
The NodeState diagram (figure 5.4.13) shows that interaction between the data link tasks.
Note the number boxes in figured 5.4.13. Each box shows what effect a NodeState has on the data
link layer task variables RintState, SintState and SenderState. In box 1 each state variable is driven to
RESET, as seen in each individual task state variable diagram.
For instance, SenderState (figure 5.4.4)
is driven to RESET by control (dotted line) at the top of the
diagram. Thus, cycling NodeState
through its reset sequence of states brings each task through a set





















SintState = IDLE :




figure 5.4.13 NodeState Diagram
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operational. The task states ,canbe viewed in the numbered boxes, and can be shown in the
individual task state variable figures.
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5.4.6 Data Link Layer Code
5.4.6.1 Overview
The relationship between the state diagrams and task balloon diagrams have been
shown, so now the connection must be shown to the actual code. The code structure, files,
the global variables, the routines have all been shown, so it is a matter of binding these
concepts and relating it to the C code.
Figure 5.4.14 shows the typical balloon diagram with the arrows depicting the
signal$interrupt and mailbox communication. Instead of the state diagrams, the state
variables are shown in the balloon after a CASE statement. The possible choices after that
CASE statement represent the possible states from the original state diagrams. This skeleton
depicts the structure of the code. With the previous information, it should be possible for
the reader to locate a section of code in a file by knowing what the state of the software will
be.
It should be noted that in addition to the task state variable case statement, the
source of a mailbox message is used to make decisions. In both sender and trans, the source
of the message {ResponseMbox) is checked first before the CASE statement is used.
It is felt that the reader should be able to use the previous information to find most
sections of interest in the code. What this section will focus on is where key decisions are
made in the code. With this information the reader should be able to assimilate the code
quite easily.
The discussions of the code will include information on where to find particular
sections of code. Table 5.1.2 can be utilized to locate the file where the particular routine
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5.4.6.2.1 Packet Handling and Routing
All packet handling and routing decisions are made in rint. The code is written such
that most task states have a subroutine in dlutils.c that is called when enough data has
arrived to process, as shown in the ends state column of table 5.4.1. This table summarizes
what rint does with each packet.





RESET acks reset for control
FLUSH nop
WANT RESET ProcResetToken EOT if master's reset token
NodeState <-
GOT RESET TOKEN
IDLE SOH checks for SOH
GET HDR ProcHDR STX determines if packet repeated,
deleted or received
REPEATING ProcRepeatEOT EOT signal sint to xmit packet
DELETING ProcDelEOT EOT relay ACK/NAK from trailer to
sendertask (mailbox)
RECEIVING ProcRecEOT EOT check CRC:
if ok put ACK in packet,
put data in file
if not ok, NAK packet
signal sint to xmit packet
GET FREE
TOICETnJ EOT
EOT check to see if sender wants
free token, if not, repeat
Table 5.4.1 Rint Task States
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There are two sections to the table First, the RESET/FLUSH/WANT RESET TOKEN
portion which addresses LAN initialization. Second, the remaining six states address normal
data transfer. For normal transfer, the routine ProcHDR does the work of routing, with the
ProcRepeatEOT, ProcDelEOT and ProcRecEOT simply doing as instructed.
ProcHDR first checks to see what type of packet has been received, and then
behaves according to table 5.4.2.
packet type criterion action taken
RESET_TOKEN bit in header if master node, delete token
FREE__TOKEN bit in header has sender requested free token?
if yes, delete it
if not, repeat it







Table 5.4.2 Rint Task Decisions (ProcHDR subroutine)
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5.4.6.2.2 Data Integrity
There are several levels of data integrity checking. A checksum is utilized once the
entire packet has arrived. However, if the reserved characters SOH, STX, ETX and/or EOT are
damaged, the software will also recover.
A minimal data integrity check is performed on the packet. A simple sum is
performed on the header and data packet. This sum is placed into the 32 bit field, and
checked when the receiving node accepts the packet. Should the sum be incorrect, the
packet can be NAKd. However, assuming the worst, the header could be bad. Thus, the only
100% safe course could be to reset the LAN.
The receiver interrupt task waits for the reserved characters before going to the
next state. Should any of those characters be damaged, rint will continue to buffer the data
That expected reserved character will not arrive (i.e. if an STX is lost, the ETX will be treated
by rint as data rint wants to see the STX). Instead, the end of the packet will arrive, while
rint is continuing to look for the STX. The node will then timeout, and the LAN be reset.
It should be noted that this is not a rigorous test. A crc-16 would be preferable.
However, it was felt that the crc-16 would not be necessary for an instructional vehicle, and
would introduce additional unnecessary overhead. However, the term
"crc"
is utilized in the
code for variable and subroutine naming purposes due to brevity of the term.
5.4.6.2.3 LAN Resetting
Control has been given a fair bit of detail to show how the LAN initialization works.
Each time control awakens, the global time variable RintTik is incremented and checked.
Since rint resets this variable to zero each time it receives data, if RintTik exceeds a given
maximum, no packets are circulating on the ring and
the LAN is declared to be down. In
addition, if a reset token is received, rint
could simply set RintTik greater than timeout to
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drive a node reset (a different mechanism is used which could not be incorporated into
figure 5.4.14).
Note that the master node generates a reset token, while the slave nodes simply go
into a passive state. Prior to emitting the reset node, the master sleeps twice the timeout to
allow each slave node to timeout, and reset itself. Thus, after the reset token is sent, all
nodes are listening with all tasks reset. Since each slave will enter the OK state, the following
discussion addresses the master only.
The diagram shows how control cycles through three states. First, the tasks are
notified that a reset is taking place. Each task acknowledges the reset so control can go to
the next state knowing each task has cleaned up any administrative details necessary.
Secondly, the master control task tells rint to remove the next reset token from the LAN, and
inform the control task. So thirdly, when the reset token returns, the master control




As shown in figure 6.0, the topology of the LAN is a ring. The LAN is made up of the
nodes and the communication hardware. Each node consists of an Intel 310s (whether a
8086 or 80286), within which there are two boards involved: the CPU board and the 116
board. The communication hardware consists of what connects the 116 boards. The
internode connections consists of the 116 to backpanel cable, backpanel to patch panel
cable, and the patch panel. The patch panel (figure 6.0) handles all signal routing between
nodes.
6.2 Node Environment
Figure 6.1 depicts a simplified schematic of the entire LAN hardware, and has two
logical parts: within the node (CPU, 116 board, and Multibus I interface) and outside the
node (cabling and patch panel). The figure isolates the data path and interrupt hardware.
The devices in figure 6. 1 must be configured for communications to take place. The
devices on the CPU board are configured by iRMX (8259), while those on the 1 16 board must
be initialized by the LAN software (8255, 74LS273). This is shown in figure 6.2.
6.2.1 80286/10 Single Board Computer
On the CPU board, the processor and the PIC (Programmed Interrupt Controller) are
involved in the LAN communication process. Since the LAN software runs in the iRMX













fig 6.0 Token Ring LAN Topology
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cutils.c Mon Nov 16 14:05:44 1987 Page 12, line 660
*/
iPrintf (string)




address of consol device -7
while ('"string != NULL) /* output til NULL found */
ConsolOutput (codata,*(string++) ) ;
}




File contains debugging routines to display (real time) a byte, packet







displays single byte on consol
routine determine packet type from packet
header and displays entire packet
displays a data packet header on system consol
displays a reset packet on system consol
displays a free packet on system consol
displays a data packet on system consol
C routine, printf, displays via queued system I/O, so if system crashes
the output may not be seen. To insure output is displayed a series of
routines whose names begin with 'i'. These routines send output directly










Routine displays converts data byte to ASCII, and sends to
system consol.
data byte to be displayed
none
ROUTINES
CALLED: ConsolOutput assembler routine which displays the ASCII
representation of data
REVISION








lonib = (data & OxOF) + 0x30;
if (lonib > 0x39)
lonib = lonib + 7;
hinib = (data & OxFO) 4;
/* data byte to be displayed */
/* address of USART data port */
/* low/high nibble of data byte */
/* mask low nibble - convert to */
/* ASCII */
/* if 0x0a to OxOf must add 7 to */
/* get correct ASCII */
/* mask high nibble and shift to */
tutils.c Mon Nov 16 14:07:03 1987 Page 2, line 60
hinib = hinib + 0x30;
if (hinib > 0x39)
hinib = hinib + 7;
ConsolOutput(codata,0x20) ;
ConsolOutput(codata,hinib) ;
ConsolOutput (codata, lonib) ;
ConsolOutput (codata, 0x20) ;
/* low 4 bits -'-/
/*
convert to ASCII */
/* if a to f get correct ASCII */
/*
output space before and after */




PURPOSE: Routine displays any packet, as determined by the p->control
byte.






















/* pointer to packet structure
/*
debug flags set by user
- flags





/* last/not last packet
owner
= p->control & OWNER;
TokenType = p->control & TOKEN_TYPE;
PacketNumber = p->control & LAST_PACKET;
/* determine packet type









if (owner == RING_PROTOCOL) {
if (TokenType == RESET_TOKEN) {
if (ShowPackets == YES)
iPrintf
("
if (ShowProtocol == YES)
iPrintfC'reset packet\r\f") ;






r /* this is an error condition */
iPrintf ("ring protocol packet of unknown type
- hdr follows\r\f") ;
tutils.c Mon Nov 16 14:07:05 1987 Page 3, line 120
iPrintPacketHDR(p);
}
else if (owner == USER) {
if (TokenType == FREE_TOKEN) {




if (ShowProtocol == YES)
iPrintfC'free token\r\f");
if (ShowPackets == YES)
iPrintFreePacket (p);
}
else if (TokenType == BUSY_TOKEN) {
if (ShowProtocol == YES) {





if (PacketNumber == LAST_PACKET)








else ( /* this is an error conditions */






PURPOSE: Routine displays first five bytes of packet header. Used
as error routine where packet can not be identified.
INPUTS: p pointer to packet structure.
RETURNS: none
ROUTINES
CALLED: iPutbyte displays a single byte, real time
iPrintf dispalys a line of text, real time
REVISION
HISTORY: 5/87 jfl written
iPrintPacketHDR(p)
unsigned char *p;
/* pointer to packet structure */
{
iPrintfC packet header\r\f soh(FF) ");
iPutbyte(*(p++));



















Routine displays a reset packet, real time,





displays byte of data, real time
displays line of text, real time
jfl written
*/






































displays byte of data, real time
























Routine displays a data packet, real time.






iPutbyte displays byte of data, real time

















/* loop variable */
/* global consol data port address */
tutils.c Mon Nov 16 14:07:08 1987 Page 6, line 300
iPutbyte(*(p++));
iPrintfC DATA >\r\f");


















Mon Nov 16 14:08:49 1987 Page 1, line 1
token_ring_assembler_utilities
cs:asm86 ut ils ,ds :asm86 utils
FILE DESCRIPTION:







assembler rcvr/sender interrupt handler vectored
to upon interrupt - they save processor state,
call c routine, and restore processor state.
moves byte to consol output port after polling
ready bit
moves byte to specified output port
gets byte from specified input port
Note that when c code is compiled the compiler
appends an underscore (_) to all c symbols (variable names and
routine names). This eliminates naming conflicts (i.e. there can be a
c output and a PL/M output). So if the c call is to output, the
assembler and PL/M routine will be output .
extrn rcvrinthandler_: far
extrn senderinthandler :far







; c receiver interrupt handler
; c sender interrupt handler
rcvr/sender interrupt handler
vectored to upon interrupt
moves byte to consol output port -
polls ready bit before return
moves byte to specified input port












This is routine vectored to upon an interrupt on RCVR_MLEVEL
(48H). The routine simply saves the processor state (pushes
all registers onto stack), and calls the c interrupt handler
(rcvrinthandler ). When the c routine returns, this routine

































; save the processor state






save the base pointer
base pointer now at top of pushed data
; call interrupt handler
; get pointer to top of old stack frame
restore processor state
rcvrinthandler endp
; return from interrupt












This is routine vectored to upon an interrupt
on SENDER_MLEVEL
(38H). The routine simply saves the processor
state (pushes
all registers onto stack), and calls
the c interrupt handler
(senderinthandler_). When the c routine returns, this routine
























proc far ; large model
; save the processor state






; save the base pointer
; base pointer now at top of pushed data











; get pointer to top of old stack frame
; restore processor state
endp
; return from interrupt







This routine outputs a byte to the specified output data port
(USART or MPSC) as specified by the arguments. Prior to
doing the output, the output status port is polled until the
device is ready to accept more data.
The c call is ConsolOutput(port ,data) , which arranges the
stack ax/dx/bp/ral/ra2/port/data (top to bottom). After
bp < sp (which points at top of stack above ax), the port
is bp + 10, and the data is bp
+ 12 (each element on the stack
is 16 bits and memory is byte addressable).
The polling is the only difference between ConsolOutpout_ and
output . Note that the port address must be an argument to
allow software to run on 8086 or 80286.
arg 1 (bp+10)
arg 2 (bp+12)
16 bit memory location of data port
8 bit data byte (bp+11 not used)




























; save working registers
; get 8274 status port contents
; mask TxRDY bit
; wait til terminal ready
; set bp to top of stack
; get port address in dx register
; get data in accumulator
; output data to the port
; restore working registers
; return to c












This routine gets a byte from the specified input data port
(USART or MPSC) as specified by the arguments.
The c call is data = input(port), which arranges the stack
ax/dx/bp/ral/ra2/port (top to bottom). After bp < sp
(which points at top of stack above ax), the port is bp + 10
(each element on the stack is 16 bits and memory is byte
addressable). In c, function values are returned in the
accumulator so the input is simply left there.
arg 1 (bp+10) 16 bit memory location of data port
input data byte (returned in accumulator)
none
1/87 jfl written













; save working register
set bp to top of stack
get port address into dx register
get input data into accumulator,
which is where function returns go
restore working registers
; return to c








This routine outputs a byte to the specified output data port
as specified by the arguments.
The c call is output(port ,data) , which arranges the
stack ax/dx/bp/ral/ra2/port/data (top to bottom). After
bp < sp (which points at top of stack above ax),
the port
is bp + 10, and the data is bp
+ 12 (each element on the stack
is 16 bits and memory is byte addressable).
arg 1 (bp+10)
arg 2 (bp+12)
16 bit memory location of data port




















; save working registers
get port address in dx register
put data in accumulator
output data to the port
; restore working
registers




; return to c





; end of module
